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DAY #1 

We went to a place called Prathuru . The event started off at a water tank land. The place was completely 

dirty and looked like it wasn't taken care of properly. So ,all the students with mask and gloves started 

cleaning off the waste and plucked off all the unnecessary plant growth. The waste was gathered outside 

in a heap and burnt out so that no waste would be left outside. After that two events were simultaneously 

started as the members were divided into two halves. One for cleaning up and rust coating the gate that 

looked completely rusted. Other for a survey of that area using an app{app name} regarding the facilities 

which they had and which they don't (such as internet connection, bathrooms, own houses, minimum 

wages, net banking, credit card, etc).So as the event came to an end we had an undertaken dirty looking 

water tank land that turned clean with the gate rust-coated and a complete facilities survey of that area. 

 

DAY #2: 

Today's event is a medical camp conducted by Anu Hospitals at the Panchayat office. The event started 

with a few of the team members going out to the neighbourhood area to inform people about the the camp 

whilst the rest of the team setting up everything from names registration to medicines. Three separate 

tables were laid out for medicines, name registration and RBS,BP test respectively with medical 

assistance where needed. A separate room for the doctor to check the patient's health condition .Slowly 

people started coming and by lunch time the medical camp was a success already as more and more 

people kept showing up and the count crossed 100.Lunch today was arranged by the NSS unit itself for 



the members. The event continued again after lunch and the total number of people who attended that 

camp was 165 members and it was a wrap at around 3:30.  

 

DAY #3 

The third day's event was a half day event .An Kobo Collect app was required to be downloaded by the 

team members and it contain all the options or choices that would necesssary for land marking any type of 

sight such as any statues, temples, offices, tiffin centers , grocery shops, etc which would be useful for 

anyone who are new to that area ex: Tourists, surveyors, etc. So a team of two or three was assigned a 

street and within a very short time the event had been completed. The interaction with people there also 

went well and every owner happily gave the details of their respective businesses. 

DAY #4 

REPUBLIC DAY 

The 69th Republic day of India celebrations also involved NSS participation what with the flag hoisting 

and National Anthem sung proudly by our students. The celebrations were followed by Swatch Bharath 

and painting of the gate of the water tank land in Prathuru. 

With this the NSS event of 4 days ends. 
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